Caval Morrison, Director

Pond Institute of Environmental Studies
Appleton, N.Y.
6-21-70
Prof. Malcolm Scharpe, III
Dean. College of Philosophy
University of California at Cascade
Dear Prof. Scharpe:
Your college has announced a position in environmental theory.
Dr. Gloya N. Tufej seeks to be considered and identifies me as one
familiar with her qualifications. She identifies me.
I have known Tufej for the better part of one calendar year.
It is apt that I am her referee. Our aquaintance has been eventful.
When Tufej came to my program, her preparedness was majestic
even in the light of a shimmering curriculum vitae,
and her bright promise.
As you know, her abrupt transfer to Pond befogged her country's
dreams of prominence in a field they created. I refer, of course, to the
TESSA school. We in America were upstarts. We did not know what she
would bring. We could not know their true loss.
"What's wrong with that?" was ordinary cargo on her accent.
In an eddy of speech, her question could do anything:
expect criticism, implore understanding, dismiss, neutralize, do nothing.
We were thrown then when, with that, she plopped Bormini's tract on the
Institute's seminar table. This, at the first meeting with her Pond
colleagues, did not go over well. Bormini's is, of course, the famously
clumsy effort to explain the act of smell on the model of Merleau-Ponty's
account of the rising moon's unique largeness at the horizon. At best the
work is a failure; at worst phenomenological flatulence. She bracketed the
act: "What's wrong with that?"
We answered, but a page is missing from the meeting's transcript.
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What is she really like?
(California's feminist excesses terrorize my hand
here. If this letter becomes public, as is likely in
your political atmosphere, misunderstanding of
what I say is a certainty.
Describing her, the features that I draw will figure
into the grain of her mentation.
They clue the images that achieve such useful life
from her research).
Apparently, Gloya owned one yellow dress.
I can't say that.
I can say that she wore one dress to all Institute
events and affairs I attended.
Truth is, it never mattered what she wore.
No seminar participant saw past the spot floodlit by her ruminations,
or beyond the incendiary maw of her attention.
At the cocktail parties held for our donors, a brindled curtain of academic
fabric immediately enveloped her; her curly and willful brown hair
occasionally bobbing into view between the heads and necks of her
auditors.
Now and again, against the purple-blue uniform of an
Institute security officer, I could see the argumentative
nipples worry her dress's bodice, throwing the officer
horribly off guard. From my Director's watch, I could
invent the light, boyish pungency of her underarm; see
the guard immobilized by his illicit awareness of her
shape and smell; watch him lean away at impossible
angles, eyes frozen dutifully wide, dumbly deaf to her
interest in what she called the "authority nodes"
secreted about the grounds "...like evil Easter eggs."
Gloya never joined the grotesque dances that
consumed her colleagues
after gulps of California wine. She would sing, though; arms folded across
her stomach, heels together, eyes held close, sneaking glances
toward some forbidden muse on the ceiling to her left.
Her voice was heavenly, her posture ridiculous. It made most sense when,
in casual imagining, I fit her to an ornate coffin. Her dress a colorless
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blotched paste against the white satin sheen of its lining. My mind's eye
was oddly unable to change that, but it could alter the environment.
Undersea, the flowing kelp strong green in the diffuse shafts of tinted
light, Gloya Tufej was the mistress of all coherence.
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Figs, chocolate, eclairs, grapes, guava jam, pistachio ice cream, tofu,
cabbage and salami are all Tufej favorites. Evidently they each can be
found within driving distance of
your perch on the Cascade
caldera.
Should you choose to invite her
there, that convergence would
likely prove especially
productive. Gloya works well
knowing these treats are ready to
hand. To think well she needs to
take their presence for granted.
Then she becomes a miracle of
work.

In truth, her productivity depends upon them. It took me months to
discover an orbit of interlarded stops that would reliably deliver them to
her. During one particular month, only brief bouts of sleep in my Saab
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broke my driving. I was constantly on the go, varying my stops against
the prospect that Pembroke had the right salami or that Skatahunk was out
of jam. I managed. Gloya was cared for. Her work got done.
About that work, Vladic Kawcznska said it best: "It is the single most
important document in 20th century environmental theory."
I concur.
Her approach originates in, but inverts, Matthew Choptuik's math
which she applies to perception at the planetary level. Magically,
the cone of her thought encompasses the Meadian moment when the
infant first invents the geometry of experience by touching its own hand.
Epistemologically, she shows how our measuring instruments,
which apparently pierce the investigative darkness,
are mere prosthetic fictions of science. She shows that, at the edges
of the known phenomenal world accessible to our bodies,
our bodies can embody the courage of perception and its image.
Thus, in theory, you could both "see" and "be" in the geologic dark below
Cascade.
Think for a moment of what's below the omphalic caldera on which
your College of Philosophy stands; its pangeaic origins.
Think of its textures, lines, gnarls and cracks; its white-hot mantle, snaking
magma over subducted horizons, etc. She shows definitively that
projection is presence. We can "go there" and survive "being there."
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Once, early in her
orienting consultation I
fellow, Tufej stood,
her lowerd head and
nose firmly between her
withdrawn-- subjecting
her breath, that entered

residence, during the
hold for each new
leaned over me, tilted
took the bridge of my
teeth-- tongue
me not to pain but to
me like cats in heat.

With no unusual
dislodged my erection
released my nose, and
me.
With the heels of her
sockets of my eyes, she

deftness, she
from its tangled trap,
eased her vagina over
hands filling the
recited the terms of

her theory.
Suddenly, I was the shepherd of Magnesia,
my shaft slammed stuck to the rock of her truth.
I was found, dreaming, under her weight.
I am no genius.
I have been--as genius can be and Gloya usually
was
--transfixed.
On only one other day of my life, while lecturing,
did I find a
perfect place like a perfect song that I occupied,
perfectly.
Otherwise, I have been a display, not an
attraction;
have held open--not been--a door.
Now, looking up at her face, trapezoidal from
my exhausted angle,
my reverie was grooved in a direct line to what
she knew. We knew it
in common. What she knew came to me like the
roadside speeding past
that, as a boy, I caught in my cupped mind
through the lower rungs of
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the trailer while riding with our pigs to the Chino auction. I was there
to calm their fears; to take in everything; to explain away their grizzled
foreknowing as their bobbing, ear-bonnetted heads and swiveling snouts
traced the undulating plaits of coal-oil weed, coyote dander and
Studebaker smoke that dragged us, once and for all, to market.
It was, finally, too much. There was no escape. Rounding the crescent
entry, I was thrown-thump, grunt and tenor wail--toward gravity; out and
drowned; supine beneath the Christmas lights of giants.
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Distant snoring.
Hunched caryatid.
Faint smell of the sea.
Blood.
The count to nine.
A voice.
Absent-minded delight in regular licks
of salty, lime-green slime from my upper lip,
permanently supplied by daily shivering
dusks in rocky right field where nothing happens
while anything might.
There I saw the city;
Western, electric, undersea
Spires, kelp columbaria, green
Mires, waves to break over my face.
A brusque man, with a nightstick
and a beggar's rectitude
pokes my ribs to learn if I know this beach is closed.

Looking up,
"where's Gloya?” I asked.
His blank face covered all but a crescent of the moon.
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In a rat's voice he claimed not to
know. He left with menace and I
could see the stars.
I heard the long thin crackle of a
whirlpool's tendril
dancing on the sea.
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Wet now, keeping low,
scrambling up-shore, crabwise and in
toward a patch of foothold
just out of reach, a knot of black
algae posed for my hand to clutch
and I got it.
Beyond the anemones, I climbed the last dune
to the edge of a wave-washed road leading south to the Institute.
I considered north. It was mayflies or mastodons.
I chose the known.
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Furtive people whispered my path in sandy unison:
"It's changed, it's changed, it's changed."
Suspect news blistered the road.
[After our collapse, Gloya, the insinuations had it,
had been held by the authorities for observation
while I was subjected to minor surgical incisions
to correct small faults that had somehow gone unnoticed].
Musing at a wrist of road slanting down the valley,
I watched the horizon issue an anvil-headed infant
arched in wonder against an umbilical sunset.
The sky's shattered water slithered my trek downhill to Pond,
through its sole intersection of chromium, neon, and iron,
where the uniformed driver of a tattered bus transporting
one sad-eyed child bellowed in my direction,
"look 'til thy looks look wan, oh soul."

Once again at the Institute--now a miniature, Lucca-like
Town -- the scene absorbed and remitted, in two, the gossamer
moment of my return. Its gate's lintel framed a tilted agate kiosk
warm to the touch. Lightly pressed on the Breugel-tinted subtending
world, an exotic spoor flickered,
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like a newborn child's or a dying man's smile,
and faded--winding--among the towers.
Today, Gloya's assumption of Pond's
directorship is widely celebrated.
Your Cascade colleague Smithson owns, I
believe, a fractal tape of changes she made
during her six stellar months in charge. Not
least among these was the physical reordering
of the Institute grounds:
-The universal turquoise module replaced the
clapboard hut
-Democratic ceiling heights leveled the
research field
-Flexible angel hair optics insured findings
omniscience
-Towers forested the tinted foil, and
-the "evil Easter eggs" were gone.
Not exactly treks to Gordium, but apt
solutions, nonetheless,
to common knotty problems in our field's
investigative settings.
These were mere background adjustments to
the painful forefact of an empty hunt
haunting the Institute.
The crowning achievement of Gloya's brief
chiefdom was the chants.
Although most all sound was muffled
by the residue of sea in me -when I stumbled onto the Institute grounds
anew, my hearing did clear slowly
and above the sights beyond the lukewarm
kiosk hung the chants, draped like believers over the towers.
A trio of Fellows from Gloya's first seminar,
it turns out, made off with its transcript. God bless them,
they'd noticed her posture when speaking. They'd
noted the rhythms of her declared expertise:
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"biometeorology, micro to mezzo scale;
meteorology and ecosystem sciences;
biogeochemistry and helio-seismology;
hydroclimatology;
theory of the anisotropy of the cosmic microwave radiation;
the phenomenology of string-theoretical methods;"
and her contention that "M-theory can be formulated
in the light-cone gauge as a maximally supersymmetric
matrix quantum mechanics."
Launched by staff in gowns, a massive "aha" rippled hard
blue light skipping over the groove-spiraled grounds.
So be it. The trio'd made off with the footnotes.
Let it be.
With Gloya in charge things were reordered.
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Whispers held me demoted in the new arrangements. In truth, I was to be
given work better to serve the Institute’s revised agenda. To that end
Gloya beckoned me.
The new order, chants first, entailed song. Twig thin notes danced among
the stones and towers, as, for the first time since our parting, I made my
way to see her.
I sat waiting in the murk of her outer office. Breeze blown blinds toggled
light off my cheek. My feelings flickered from cobalt to phosphorescent
gray. In tense anticipation I waited, humming, humming and humming.
(Gloya is incorrigible.
Why would she make me wait so long?
I have cared for her so.
Indeed, professionally, I would count
care among her chief weaknesses.
There are others. Though brilliant, she
is inconsiderate. She has no
compassion. She does not attend to
tears.
Your great task, should you appoint
her, will involve accommodating her
slack attention to human resources.
Her theory is sonorous and full, sliding
on fabulous and stealthy thought over
the gelatinous stuff of love, the
corpuscular grain of longing.
Through theory, sight and song she
achieves much, always heartlessly
alone; the glowing husks of acolytes
her only true companions, scattered
like ragged arpeggios among the
Institute’s huts and towers and
grounds).
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Finally, I was admitted to the double-loaded stainless steel corridor that
led me to her station. My heels clicked a glass cadence filling the corridor
with bright, enveloping sound below my waist, where it stayed.
At the end, before a phosphorescent fiber optic mass of turquoise,
chromium, kelp, neon and steel, Gloya lounged on a deep yellow sofa.
Joyous, I pursed my lips in greeting but was hushed by her hand:
GT

You have not been with me.

CM

You were hard to find. I waited for your call.

GT

Where have you been?

CM

Around and about. Lost and confused.
(Split seconds before our words were audible,
each spiraled in a curious European script up
the bell of a dark, carbon cone sunk in the
ceiling over Gloya).

GT

You poor boy. That is an unacceptable answer.

CM

How can there be such a thing?
I have been trying to help you accomplish your work.

GT

Such selflessness.
How about your work?

CM

You?

GT

No, not me!
I no longer need you.

CM

Then, I have no work.

GT

What a ridiculous man you are!
You are the summary of an enviable life’s research.
You hold down the center of an international field
of scientific endeavor. You have brought my career forward
and brought conclusive disciplinary attention to
my perspective. Until a moment ago you directed one of the world’s
premier research institutes.

CM

You no longer need me.
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GT

I need you to exist with a biography of scientific purpose. Your
accomplishments create me. Come sit by me.

CM

I’m afraid of that device above you.

GT

Dearest sir, that is no mere "device".
That is the Choptuick Rim Shot,
a distinguished outgrowth of our
new work at the renewed Institute.

CM

Yes? Well, it's sucking my brains out.

Any closer and I'll be drained.
GT

How could your mind
not long to find its
granular home?

CM

It does.
Any chance we can move
the sofa over here?

Ms. Molly Blash, the Institute's new Management Services Officer
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(MSO II), urgently needed to pee.
While doing so, she heard whispers issuing
from a vent just by the toilet bowel.
The tinny, piped talk took the shape of a woman
and a man in contention.
Following Molly Blash's report to the Institute,
Everyone knew the couple had to have been Gloya and me.
It was Gloya.
It was me.
It was Hamacker.
It was Woillard.
Ropes of smoke and water
It was the cooling earth.
It was the earth warming.
It was mayflowers.
It was mastodons.
Mastodons trudging under fronds of silica.
Mayflies fucking to death on yet another one perfect day.
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